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Abstract� In order to support Quality of Service
�QoS� for real�time data communications such as
voice� video and interactive services� multiaccess net�
works must provide an e�ective priority mechanism�
The context of this work is the IEEE �	
��� standard
for Hybrid Fiber Coaxial �HFC� networks which has
a shared upstream channel for transmissions from sta�
tions to the headend� This work presents a multilevel
priority collision resolution scheme� which separates
and resolves collisions between stations in a priority
order� thereby� achieving the capability for preemp�
tive priorities� We present a set of simulation scenar�
ios which show the robustness and eciency of the
scheme� such as its ability to isolate higher priority
trac from lower priorities and to provide quick access
to high�priority requests� In March ����� a framework
for handling priorities in the collision resolution pro�
cess� which adopts a semantics similar to the semantics
of our scheme� was included in the �	
��� standard�

I� Introduction

Existing community cable television systems are
evolving into bidirectional Hybrid Fiber Coaxial
�HFC� networks ����� �		� that can support inter

active broadband applications� including video
on

demand� tele
conferencing� telephony� and Internet
access� HFC is only one among several competing
residential broadband access technologies� including
Digital Subscriber Line �xDSL�� Fiber to the Home
�FTTH�� Fiber to the Curb �FTTC�� Fiber to the
Building �FTTB�� Local Multipoint Distribution Ser

vice �LMDS�� and Wireless in the Loop �WITL� ����
����� ���� �		�� HFC networks are attractive as they
can take advantage of the installed residential coax
network�s extensive coverage area� In comparison to
xDSL� which takes advantage of installed telephone
lines� HFC networks have signi�cantly higher trans

mission capacity�
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The residential cable network architecture uses a
hierarchical tree
and
branch topology with as many
as 	��� subscribers attached at the leaves of the tree�
The coaxial wire portion of the network extends from
a �ber
optic interconnected node to the subscribers�
homes �see Figure ��� The �ber node has a �ber con

nection to the so
called headend� which terminates
the HFC network� All data coming from the sub

scribers is directed to the headend�

The frequency spectrum on the coax wire portion
of the network is divided into a downstream region
and an upstream region� The downstream spectrum
typically ranges from �� to �� MHz� divided into
channels of �xed width� e�g�� � MHz in North Amer

ica� and � MHz in Europe� The upstream spectrum
is in the range from � to �� MHz with variable size
channels typically from � to � MHz� At any time�
a subscriber transmits only on one upstream chan

nel and receives data only on one downstream chan

nel� Data rates on the channels are approximately �
Mbps and �� Mbps in the upstream and downstream
directions� respectively� Synchronization at the phys

ical layer ensures that all subscribers have a common
time reference�
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Each upstream channel is a multi
access chan

nel� and collisions occur when multiple subscribers�
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henceforth called stations� transmit simultaneously
on the channel� All downstream channels are
collision
free� Access to the upstream channel is a
two
step process� If a station wants to transmit on
the upstream channel� it �rst sends a transmission re

quest to the headend� If more than one station trans

mits a request at the same time� the requests collide�
and a collision resolution protocol �CRP� is activated
to ensure successful retransmission of the request� If
a station transmits a successful request� the second
step begins� The headend acknowledges the success

ful request� schedules a time slot on the upstream
channel for data transmission� and sends the station
a grant message to inform the station when it can
transmit� Since the grant message never allocates the
same time slot to more than one station� all trans

mission of data is collision
free� The IEEE ��	���
working group �WG� ���� ���� is currently standard

izing the multiple access control �MAC� protocol for
communication on an upstream channel� The MAC
protocol is based on an n
ary stack resolution algo

rithm ���� �����

In this paper we investigate the ability of the
��	��� MAC protocol to provide priority access to
stations� An e�ective priority system is needed to
provide Quality of Service �QoS� in HFC applications
and services such as voice� video� and interactive data
services �������� While� from the outset� the capabil

ity to support priority
based data transmissions was
present in the IEEE ��	��� draft standard� priorities
for contention
prone transmission requests were not
considered� In this paper we will demonstrate that
the absence of priority support during the collision
resolution process has a negative impact on the ef

fectiveness of the priority scheme� It will be shown
that� in order to provide e�ective handling of priority

tra�c on a reservation
based system� like the n
ary
stack resolution algorithm� one needs to support pri

orities throughout all transmission phases� including
both the request phase and the actual data trans

mission phase� We present a scheme that can sup

port priorities during contention resolution for tree

search �stack� contention
resolution algorithms� It
is worth noting here that the ��	��� WG has ac

commodated a framework for the handling of prior

ities of contention
prone request transmissions� The
framework in the draft standard enables our priority
scheme by simply changing the syntax of our scheme�
without changing its semantics�
The remainder of the paper is organized as fol


lows� In Section II we discuss the ��	��� MAC pro

tocol without priorities� In Section III we show why
a priority scheme which does not di�erentiate pri

orities during the collision resolution process is not
e�ective� and we describe a new MAC level priority
scheme� In Section IV we present a set of simulation
scenarios that show the performance of our priority
scheme� In Section V we o�er some conclusions� In
the Appendix� we describe the priority mechanism
adopted by the ��	��� WG� in the terms of our pri

ority scheme�

II� The ������ MAC Contention Resolution

Protocol

In this section we review the operation of the IEEE
��	��� MAC protocol� Since our priority mechanism�
to be described in Section III� is developed within the
the context of the ��	���MAC ����� an understanding
of the protocol is essential for the description of our
priority system�

A� MAC Operation

An HFC upstream channel �see Figure 	� is divided
into discrete time slots� called minislots� The head

end designates some of the minislots as contention
slots �CS� and some as data slots �DS�� Contention
slots� which are one minislot long� are used to trans

mit requests for bandwidth� Data slots� which are
several minislots long� are used to transmit data�
Only contention slots are prone to collisions� which
occur when more than one station attempts to trans

mit a request in the same slot� Data slots are ex

plicitly allocated to a speci�c station by the headend
and are collision
free� The headend controls the use
of contention slots by assigning Request Queue values
�RQ values� to each contention slot�
The headend�s control of the MAC protocol uses

a logical grouping of several CS and several DS into
a frame �see Figure 	�� The set of CS in a frame�
called a CS cluster� are located at the beginning of
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the frame� After the headend has completely received
a CS cluster� it uses the downstream channel to send
feedback on each CS to the stations� The feedback
indicates whether a CS was empty� successful� or con

tained a collision� Also� the feedback contains� for
each CS� an RQ value assigned by the headend�

For subscriber stations� the ��	��� MAC protocol
speci�es a multi
step procedure for gaining access to
the upstream channel� A station with a new request
for bandwidth� called a newcomer station� transmits
a request for bandwidth using a so
calledFirst Trans�
mission Rule �FTR� �	�� The FTR speci�es that the
station must wait for a group of contention slots with
RQ � � �A slot with RQ � � is called a newcomer
slot�� The station then picks a number� p� between �
and a range parameter R� If the CS cluster has more
than p slots with RQ � �� the station transmits the
request in the pth slot� Otherwise� the station waits
for the next cluster of newcomer slots and tries again�
The range of the initial backo�� R� is used to avoid
a physical layer complication� called laser clipping�
which occurs when a large number of stations trans

mit in the same slot ��� ���� Clearly� the backo� also
reduces the likelihood of a collision in the case of
multiple newcomer stations�

If two or more stations transmit requests in the
same contention slot� the headend executes a Colli

sion Resolution Protocol �CRP�� which� in the case of
the ��	��� MAC� is a blocking ternary tree algorithm
���� ���� ����� � �Blocking� refers to the restriction
that newcomer stations may not transmit in CS des

ignated by the headend for the resolution of collisions
�	�� �Ternary tree� refers to a three
way splitting of
each collision� A complete review of this and other
collision resolution schemes can be found in �	�� �	���

The headend maintains a tree data structure�
called collision tree� to maintain state information
on the collision resolution process�� � When a frame
arrives at the headend� the headend performs the fol

lowing operations for each collision in the frame�

It assigns an RQ number to the collision� set to one
larger than the currently highest RQ value� This RQ
value will be assigned to all stations involved in the
collision� Then the headend adds three nodes to the
collision tree �ternary split� and labels the nodes with

�The protocol is actually a variable n�ary stack algorithm�
The default value of n is �� and for simplicity of presentation�
we will use the default value�
�We emphasize that this tree is a data structure used by

the headend to assign RQ values� and is not related to the
tree�and�branch topology of the cable system�
�As an alternative to a tree� the collision resolution can be

performed with a stack data structure� One can show that
collision resolution with tree and stack are isomorphic to each
other �����
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Fig� �� Ternary Tree Collision Resolution

the collision�sRQ value� The labeling of the nodes in
the collision tree is used to obtain the RQ assignment
for slots in the next CS cluster� The headend sends
feedback to the stations on the status �� empty	 no
collision	 collision� of the slots� the RQ values as

signed to stations� and the RQ values of the slots in
the next CS cluster� The combination of RQ values
assigned to stations and to slots in the next CS clus

ter allows the headend to control access to the CS�
The process is described in further detail in an ex

ample in the next subsection� We refer to ���� for a
complete description of the protocol�

B� Collision Resolution Example

Figure � shows an example of the collision resolu

tion process for a network with nine stations� labeled
A through I� On the left
hand side of Figure ��a�
we depict a frame that arrives at the headend� The
frame contains  contention slots and an unspeci�ed
number of data slots�� Each contention slot is marked
with an RQ value and the labels of stations that at

tempt to transmit in this slot� Initially� all slots are
set to RQ � �� meaning that all slots are available to
newcomer stations� If no station transmits in a slot�

�The number of contention slots in a frame is not speci�ed
by the ��	��
 MAC� An algorithm for determining this number
can be found in ��	�� �	���
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the slot is labeled ���� A slot contains a collision if it
is marked with more than one letter�
In Frame �� shown in Figure ��a�� stations A and

B both send a request in the �rst slot� thus� causing
a collision� Station C makes a successful request in
the third slot� and stations D� E� F� G collide in the
sixth contention slot� Starting at the last collision�
each collision is assigned an RQ value� The RQ value
assigned is one larger than the currently highest RQ
value� Thus� RQ � � is assigned to the second col

lision� and RQ � 	 is assigned to the �rst collision�
The right
hand side of Figure ��a� depicts the colli

sion tree after the frame arrived at the headend �We
assume that the collision tree is empty before the
frame arrives�� For each collision� a group of three
nodes has been added to the collision tree� and the
nodes are labeled with the RQ value of the collision�
When the headend sends feedback for the CS clus


ter in Frame � on the downstream channel� the feed

back contains the RQ values assigned to the col

lisions� Thus� stations A and B will be assigned
RQ � 	� and D� E� F and G are assigned RQ � ��
After building and labeling the collision tree� the

headend uses the collision tree to assign RQ values to
the slots of the CS cluster in the next frame� Frame 	�
The �rst slot in Frame 	 receives the RQ value of the
leftmost leaf node in the collision tree� the second
slot is given the RQ value of the second leaf node�
and so forth� Figure ��b� shows the result of the RQ
value assignment for Frame 	� The �rst three slots
are assigned RQ � 	� slots ��� are assigned RQ � ��
The remaining slots� one in Figure ��b�� are assigned
RQ � ��
The ��	��� MAC protocol enforces that a station

can only transmit in a contention slot if the RQ value
of the slot matches its own RQ value� �During con

tention resolution after a collision� a station can use a
contention slot with an RQ value equal to or less than
its RQ value�� If several slots match the RQ value�
the station makes a random selection� In Frame 	�
shown in Figure ��b�� stations A and B could select
any of the slots with RQ � 	� Here� they select
the �rst and third slot� respectively� Stations D and
E� both with RQ � �� both transmit and collide in
the �fth slot� and F and G collide in the sixth slot�
The seventh slot is still open for newcomer stations
�RQ � �� and newcomer stations H and I collide in
it�
The RQ values assigned to the collisions are RQ �

� for the �rst collision� RQ � 	 for the second colli

sion� and RQ � � for the third collision� Thus� when
the headend sends feedback for Frame 	� stations D
and E will be set to RQ � �� stations F and G will
be set to RQ � 	� and stations H and I will be set to

RQ � ��
The right
hand side of Figure ��b� depicts the col


lision tree after Frame 	 has arrived at the headend�
Any leaf that corresponds to a slot which does not
contain a collision is considered terminated� labeled
with a �T�� and eliminated from the tree� Leaf nodes
that contain a collision are considered not terminated�
labeled with �NT�� and obtain three children nodes�
If a collision occurred in a slot with RQ � �� three
leaf nodes are split from the root�
The RQ values for the CS in Frame � are assigned

according to the labels of the leaf nodes in the col

lision tree� slots ��� are assigned RQ � �� slots ���
are assigned RQ � 	� and the remaining slot is as

signed RQ � � �see left picture in Figure ��c��� Note
that the number of not terminated leaf nodes �� �� is
larger than the number of available contention slots
�� �� Thus� two slots with RQ � � which do not �t
into the next frame will be deferred until Frame ��
The left
hand side of Figure ��c� shows that

Frame � has no collision� Thus� all nodes of the
collision tree� except the two nodes with RQ � �
for the deferred slots� are terminated� To accom

modate the deferred slots� two contention slots with
RQ � � are allocated in Frame � �see Figure ��d���
The remaining contention slots in Frame � are set
to RQ � �� meaning that they are available to new

comer stations� In Figure ��d�� one of the slots with
RQ � � is randomly selected by station I to trans

mit its request� After Frame �� all leaf nodes are
terminated� hence� all collisions are resolved� In the
subsequent frame �not shown�� all CS slots will be
labeled with RQ � ��

III� A Multi�Priority Access Scheme for

HFC Networks

The IEEE ��	��� MAC protocol provides three
possible places that can be used to implement a prior

ity scheme� ��� use priorities for the �rst transmission
rule �FTR�� �	� use priorities in the collision resolu

tion protocol �CRP�� and ��� use priority schedul

ing at the headend when granting transmission of
data slots� Originally� the ��	��� MAC only used
priority scheduling at the headend� We �rst moti

vate the need for a better priority system by showing
that headend scheduling alone is not su�cient� Then
we propose our solution� which employs prioritization
also in the FTR and the CRP� Throughout this work
we maintain priority scheduling at the headend�

A� Motivation for a Priority System

In earlier versions of the IEEE ��	��� draft speci

�cations� stations indicate the priority of their traf

�c type through a Queue Identi�er �QI� �eld in the
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contention slot� The headend uses a priority sched

uler for the transmission queue of grant messages for
those stations which have indicated a high
priority
in the QI �eld� With priority scheduling� a station
which has transmitted a successful priority request
can gain faster access to the channel�
There are two fundamental shortcomings with this

scheme� The �rst shortcoming is that the FTR
treats all stations equally� regardless of their prior

ity� Therefore� a high
priority request may be blocked
due to an ongoing collision resolution of low
priority
requests� The problem can be illustrated in the ex

ample shown in Figure �� Recall that each collision
splits across three CS in the next frame� Consider
a situation as in Frame �� where all contention slots
are used for resolving collisions� and� therefore� no
newcomer slots with RQ � � are available� In such
a situation� the absence of newcomer slots blocks the
station with a high priority from transmitting the
request�
The second problem with the priority scheme re


sults from the fact that the MAC does not resolve
collisions in a priority order� This problem� too�
can be illustrated in Figure �� Consider Frame �
and suppose that station D is requesting bandwidth
for high
priority tra�c� while station E is requesting
bandwidth for low
priority tra�c� Here� station D
has to send its request in contention with the low

priority station E� Since there is no consideration of
priorities during collision resolution� it may happen
that the request by the low
priority request from sta

tion E is completed before the high
priority request
from station D�
The lack of priority support for contention
prone

transmission requests in the ��	��� MAC is re�ected
in the MAC delays of stations in the HFC network��

To demonstrate this� we present a simulation experi

ment�� In the simulated scenario� three groups of sta

tions are present� each with a di�erent priority level�
We use the convention that a lower priority index
indicates a lower priority� The three groups are com

prised of the following stations and loads� a group of
	� priority
	 stations with an aggregate load of �� of
the upstream capacity� a group of �� priority
� sta

tions with a load that is varied from ���	�� and a
group which consists of ��� priority
� stations with

� MAC delay is the time from the arrival of data to the
station until the successful transmission of the data� We as�
sume that data that arrives at the MAC layer of a station is
small enough to �t into a single data slot� The MAC delay
includes the waiting time for a newcomer slot� delays due to
collision resolution� scheduling delay of the grant message at
the headend� and transmission delay of the data slot�
�The experiment is similar to the simulations in Section IV�

Refer to Section IV for a complete discussion of the simulation
parameters and the simulated network�

an aggregate load of 	��� In the simulation exper

iment� we measure the ��th percentile of the MAC
delay�
In Figure � we show the MAC delays for the ��	���

MAC which uses a priority scheduler at the headend�
but which does not use priorities for the FTR and
CRP� Figure � clearly shows that the MAC delays
increase for all priorities as the priority
� stations
increase their load� Higher priorities do no receive
smaller MAC delays�
For comparison� we show the same simulation sce


nario using our priority system �presented in the next
subsection�� Figure � shows that our scheme sep

arates tra�c from di�erent priority levels� As the
load from priority
� tra�c is increased to more than
� ��� of the upstream capacity� the delay of priority

� tra�c increases drastically� while the delays for
priority
� and priority
	 tra�c is controlled� When
the load of priority
� tra�c is further increased� be

yond � ��� of the upstream capacity� the priority
�
tra�c is practically preempted� without a�ecting the
delay of priority
	 tra�c�

Remark
 We want to point out that the outcome of
the experiment in Figures � and � is dependent on
the relative capacities of the reservation channel and
the data channel� If the reservation channel capacity
is large� a backlog will build at the headend� rather
than in the stations� In such a case� the headend
scheduling algorithm has a larger impact on the ef

fectiveness of tra�c prioritization� Note that in the
depicted scenario� the reservation channel capacity is
small relative to the capacity of the data channel�

B� Priority Protocol Description

We propose a priority scheme which addresses the
problems of the ��	���MAC pointed out in the previ

ous subsection� By allowing high
priority stations to
bypass the blocking feature of the CRP and by sepa

rating the �rst transmission rule and collision resolu

tion for di�erent priorities� we show that contention
can be con�ned to the set of stations in the same
priority level�

New Frame Format� In Figure � we suggest a new
frame format� Several contention slots at the begin

ning of the frame are converted for exclusive use by
priority stations� Each of these contention slots� re

ferred to as a Priority Newcomer Access �PNA� slots�
correspond to a single priority level� The headend
identi�es a PNA slot with a negativeRQ value� where
the RQ value �N is reserved for priority level N ��

�In the ��	��
 draft� RQ values are represented by an � bit
integer� If the number is interpreted as a two�s complement
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We assume that a larger priority index indicates a
higher priority� with ��� denoting the lowest priority�
For example� an RQ value of �� indicates that the
slot is reserved for priority level �� With the PNA
slots� we can ensure that each priority level �other
than level ���� can send transmission requests to the
headend without interference from other priorities�
Thus� higher priority stations are never completely
blocked from transmitting a request for bandwidth�

New First Transmission Rule� The ��	��� MAC
uses a blocking FTR to prevent newcomer stations
from interfering with an ongoing collision resolution�
Newcomer CS are designated with an RQ value set
to RQ � �� Using parameter R� stations distribute
their requests randomly over the number of available
newcomer CS�
We de�ne a new FTR which enforces that stations

with priorities � � must use their PNA slot for all

quantity� we can still support more than one hundred � 	��
priorities�

RQ value:

- - ����-- - - -

-3 -1 0-2 0 0 0

Data slotsContention slots

Priority 3
Priority 2
Priority 1
Priority 0

PNA slots

Fig� �� Priority Frame Layout

newcomer station access� The original FTR is used
only by stations of the lowest priority �� ��� With
the new FTR� stations with higher priority requests
can immediately transmit requests for bandwidth in
the PNA slots� A station with a new request waits
for a PNA slot with a priority that matches its own
priority� and transmits the request with probability
��
Note that the new FTR always runs into a colli


sion if two or more stations from the same priority
level �� �� transmit a request in the same frame�
Seemingly� this is a disadvantage as the necessary
collision resolution increases the MAC delay� In real

ity� however� a high
priority collision is a fast method
to signal to the headend that more contention slots
are needed for exclusive use by high priorities� Addi

tionally� in Section IV we show that the availability
of additional PNA slots does not lead to improved
delay performance for high
priority tra�c�

Separate Collision Resolution for Each Prior�

ity� We completely separate the collision resolution
at each priority level� Newcomer stations with pri

ority requests �� �� transmit requests only in slots
which exactly match their priority level� Therefore�
the headend knows that all stations involved in a par

ticular collision are of the same priority level� In case
of a collision at a certain priority level� the headend
attempts to allocate three slots in the next frame for
each collided slot� each one of these slots is reserved
exclusively for requests from the same priority as the
collision� Hence� requests only collide with other re

quests from the same priority�

Contention Slot Allocation� The number of con

tention slots available in a frame may not be su�cient
to accommodate all the slots needed for ongoing col

lision resolution and newcomer access� We have seen
such a scenario in the single
priority scenario in Fig

ure ��c�� where two needed contention slots could not
be accommodated and had to be deferred to a later
frame� In our prioritized slot allocation scheme� the
headend follows a priority order when determining



�

which slots are allocated in the next frame� and which
are allocated in a later frame� Given that P is the
highest priority� the order is as follows� ��� Collision
resolution slots for priority stations at level P � �	�
PNA slot for level P � ��� Collision resolution for level
P��� ��� PNA for level P��� and so on� Any leftover
slots are allocated with RQ � �� to be used by lowest
priority newcomer stations� This ordering gives high

est priority to the collision resolution of the highest
priority level� If the number of contention slots is not
su�cient� lower priority collision resolution slots are
preempted� and deferred to later frames�

Note that the complexity of the described priority
algorithm is very small� A newcomer of a certain
priority class simply uses the slots designated for the
priority of its class� Also note that the presented
priority collision resolution algorithm is orthogonal to
the selection of the priority scheduling algorithm at
the headend� Our priority algorithm does not restrict
the selection of the priority scheduling algorithm at
the headend�

The scheme as described here integrates priority slots
directly into the ��	��� frame format� The use of an
extra slot to indicate high
priority tra�c was �rst
proposed for XDQRAP ����� however� not in the
context of the ternary tree algorithm of the ��	���
MAC� As opposed to the �xed frame format found in
XDQRAP� the �exible frame size of the ��	��� stan

dard allows our protocol to allocate more contention
slots to each priority level when needed�

C� Example Priority Collision Resolution

We demonstrate the collision resolution process us

ing our priority scheme with an example� The sce

nario is depicted in Figure � We assume four prior

ity levels� where ��� is the highest priority� and ��� is
the lowest priority� We use seven stations� labeled A
through G� with�

priority level � for stations A and B�
priority level � for station C� and
priority level � for stations D� E� F� and G�

Each frame consists of seven contention slots and an
unspeci�ed number of data slots� Assuming that the
system has been idle long enough� so no previous col

lision is currently being resolved� the headend will set
the RQ values in the priority frame as shown in the
left picture of Figure � Recall that a negative RQ
value �P designates the contention slot as a PNA
slot of priority level P � The �rst three contention
slots with RQ values 
�� 
	� 
� are PNA slots for pri

ority levels �� 	� and �� respectively� The remaining
slots are assigned a priority level of ��

2nd Collision (RQ = 1)

(a) Arrival of
Frame 1 at
headend
and resulting
collision tree.

Contention slots

(b) Arrival of
Frame 2 at
headend
and resulting
collision tree.

(c) Arrival of
Frame 3 at
headend
and resulting
collision tree.

(d) Arrival of
Frame 4 at
headend
and resulting
collision tree.
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Fig� �� Priority Collision Resolution

In Frame �� in Figure �a�� newcomer stations A
and B both transmit requests at priority level ��
Thus� they transmit their �rst request in the PNA
slot with RQ � ��� causing a collision� Station C
transmits a successful request for priority � tra�c in
the PNA slot with RQ � ��� Stations D� E� F� and
G all transmit a request for priority level � in the
same slot with RQ � �� On the right
hand side of
Figure �a�� we show the collision tree for Frame ��
For each collision� three new nodes are created� and
the nodes are labeled with an priority index and an
RQ value� The priority index of a node is identical to
the priority index of the slot where the collision oc

curred� The RQ values are set as in the uni
priority
case� that is� the RQ value is incremented for each
collision�

In the second frame �Figure �b�� we see how the
headend assigns RQ values and priorities to the next
CS cluster� Each collision is split across three slots�
each with the same priority as the collided slot they
are generated from� The PNA slots for each priority
level are still allocated to provide newcomers from
higher priorities access to a request slot� Note that
there are not enough slots in the CS cluster to ac

commodate all slots needed for collision resolution�
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Thus� two slots� corresponding to the two rightmost
leaf nodes in Figure �b�� will be deferred to a later
frame�

In Frame 	� stations A and B select di�erent con

tention slots with RQ � 	� Stations D and E both
transmit in the priority
� slot with RQ � �� and ex

perience another collision� Stations F and G have
randomly selected one of the deferred slots� and�
therefore� do not retransmit their request in Frame 	�
The collision tree for Frame 	 shows that the collision
with RQ � 	 is resolved and is labeled as terminated�
Due to the collision of stations D and E� three more
nodes are created in the tree� Since the collision with
RQ � � is still not resolved� the nodes are labeled
RQ � 	�

The priority and RQ value assignment for Frame ��
shown in Figure �c�� is directly obtained from the
collision tree� Due to the PNA slots� only � slots are
available for the � nodes in the collision tree� Thus�
the rightmost leaf node in Figure �c� is again de

ferred to the next frame� The retransmission of re

quests in Frame �� by stations� D� E� and F shows
that there is no collision� As a result� all nodes� ex

cept the deferred node� are labeled as terminated�
In the last frame� shown in Figure �d�� all stations
complete their requests and the system returns to the
idle state�

The IEEE ��	��� WG followed a proposal by ���
and adopted a general framework for a priority colli

sion resolutiow scheme� which is now part of the draft
standard ����� The standardized framework uses sim

ilar semantics for resolving priority collisions as the
scheme just presented� but it takes a more general
form and uses a di�erent syntax� For example� the
standardized scheme does not use RQ values to des

ignate the priority of CS in the system� Rather�
it uses CS�DS allocation messages to designate cer

tain newcomer CS to one of � priority levels� Also�
the adopted version does not give guidelines for allo

cating priority newcomer slots �our scheme allocates
them in every frame�� The standardized version is
discussed in the Appendix�

IV� Performance Evaluation

We have built a simulation program to evaluate the
performance of the priority system� The simulation
program was created as an HFC module for the NIST
ATM simulator ����� We used the con�guration and
system parameters for the HFC network shown in
Table I�

We present the results from six di�erent simulation
experiments that measure the e�ectiveness of the pri

ority system using average request delay in Experi


ments ���� and transient throughputs in Experiment
���� The request delay is the time it takes a transmis

sion request to successfully reach the headend from
the time the request arrives at the station� Di�erent
from the MAC delay� as de�ned in Footnote �� the
request delay does not measure delays that are in

curred after the successful transmission of a request�
i�e�� scheduling delay of the headend and transmission
time of data slots are not included�

In all simulations� the maximumnumber of priority
levels is set to three� Priority � is the lowest prior

ity level� and priority 	 is the highest priority level�
In each experiment we have groups of stations which
transmit at a given priority level� A summary of the
number of stations in each priority group� and the
load from each priority group� expressed in percent

age of the upstream capacity� is shown in Table II�
Tra�c arrivals to a station are following a Poisson
process and each arrival requires a single data slot� If
multiple data slots arrive before a station can trans

mit a request� a station will issue a request for mul

tiple data slots�

� In Experiments � and 	 we show the impact of
increasing the load of one priority on the request de

lays of the other priorities� Experiment � varies the
priority
� load� and Experiment 	 varies the priority

	 load� As the tra�c from a particular priority is
increased� tra�c from lower priorities is expected to
be preempted� At the same time� high
priority tra�c
should not be a�ected�
� In Experiment � we attempt to quantify the over

head caused by the allocation of PNA slots in each
frame in a network with only one priority level� We
compare the request delay for low
priority tra�c in
a system with PNA slots to a system without PNA
slots� Since no high
priority tra�c is present� this ex

periment evaluates the overhead due to the priority
system�
� In Experiment � we evaluate the bandwidth that
should be reserved for priority newcomer stations�
We verify that our selection of only one PNA slot per
frame is su�cient� Note that priority
� and priority

	 stations are given only one newcomer slot� the PNA
slot� while priority
� stations are given the remaining
slots with RQ � � in the frame�
� In Experiment � we evaluate how fast our priority
scheme can preempt lower priority tra�c when higher
priority tra�c becomes active� We also verify that
the priority system is fair within the same priority
level�
� In Experiment � we show how the preemptive pri

ority scheme can be relaxed by using a di�erent
scheduling algorithm in the grant queue of the head

end� Speci�cally� we demonstrate the implementa




	

tion of a rate
proportional bandwidth sharing scheme
which allocates bandwidth to priority levels in a spec

i�ed ratio�

Simulation Parameter Values

Distance from near

est�furthest station to
headend

	���� km

Downstream data transmis

sion rate

Not considered
limiting

Upstream data transmission
rates �only one upstream
channel is used�

� Mbps

Propagation delay � �s�km for coax
and �ber

Length of simulation run �� sec
Length of run prior to gath

ering statistics

��� of simu

lated time

Guard
band and pre
amble
between transmissions from
di�erent stations

Duration of �
bytes

Data slot size �� bytes
Payload in a data slot �� bytes
CS size �� bytes
DS�CS size ratio ���
Frame size �	 minislots
Size of CS cluster Fixed �� slots
Round trip � Frame
Maximum request size �	 data slots
Headend processing delay � ms

TABLE I

Simulation Parameters

A� Experiment �
 Varying Priority�� Load

Our goal is to investigate the impact of increasing
the load of a particular priority level on the other
priority levels� In the experiment� a total of three
priority levels are used� There are 	� priority
	 sta

tions which contribute �� of the channel capacity
to the load and ��� priority
� stations which trans

mit a total load of 	�� of the upstream capacity� ��
priority
� stations are introduced to the system gen

erating a load that is varied from ��� to ���� In
Figure � we plot the request delay versus load for
each priority level� We observe that� as the priority

� tra�c increases� the delay of the priority
� stations
rises sharply� while it increases moderately for the
priority
� tra�c� Since during collision resolution�
the headend allocates more contention slots for the
priority
� contention and less for the priority
� sta

tions� the delay of priority
� tra�c increases while the
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delay of priority
� tra�c remains relatively �at� As
the priority
� tra�c is further increased� the delay for
priority
� stations rises� The delays of high
priority
stations� however� remain nearly constant at a low
level�

B� Experiment �
 Varying Priority�� Load

Similar to Experiment �� we vary the load of sta

tions from one priority level� Here� we show the ef

fect of varying the load of high
priority tra�c on the
other tra�c classes� The groups of priority
� and
priority
� stations each consist of �� stations� gener

ating each a tra�c load equal to �	��� of the up

stream capacity� The third group of stations consists
of ��� high
priority stations� generating a load var

ied from ��� to ��� of the capacity� Figure � shows
that� as the load from high
priority stations increases�
the priority
� stations are delayed� When the load
is increased further� the request delays for priority
�
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Priority � Priority � Priority �

�low priority� �medium priority� �high priority�
� Experiment Stations Load Stations Load Stations Load
� Vary Priority
� Tra�c ��� 	�� �� ��������� 	� ��
	 Vary Priority
	 Tra�c �� �	��� �� �	��� ��� ���������
� Protocol Scheme Over


head
�� �������� � � � �

� Varying Number of PNA
Slots

�� �	�������� �� �	�������� � �

� Transient Throughput �� ����y ���z ����y �� ����y

� Transient Throughput �� ����y ���z ����y �� ����y

TABLE II

Simulation Scenarios �The load is expressed in percentage of the upstream capacity�

y Continuous backlog� z �� in Group � and �� in Group 	
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stations increases sharply� yet� the priority
	 stations
receive low request delays�

C� Experiment 
 Overhead of the Priority Scheme

If no high
priority tra�c is present� the presence
of PNA slots in each frame is consuming bandwidth
that cannot be used by the lowest priority class� In
this experiment� we quantify the system overhead in a
system that sends all tra�c at the same �lowest� pri

ority level� We compare two cases� In the �rst case�
the PNA slots are not present and the priority
� sta

tions can use the entire range of contention slots� In
the second case� three contention slots in each frame
are marked as PNA slots for higher priorities� We
plot the average request delay versus tra�c load in
Figures ��� The Figure shows that the reserved PNA
slots cause only a slight increase in request delay�

D� Experiment �
 Overhead of Low Load Perfor�
mance

In Experiment �� we compare the performance of
tra�c from priorities � and � when we vary the num

ber of PNA slots� Note that for newcomer stations
from higher priorities� only one PNA slot per frame
is available� In contrast� the lowest priority level can
use all slots with RQ � � for newcomer stations�
At low system loads� the lack of slots for newcomer
stations may cause request delays for high
priority
stations to be larger than the delays of low
priority
stations� In Figure �� we show the result of an ex

periment with �� priority
� stations and �� priority

� stations� We observe that the priority
� tra�c has
slightly higher request delays than the priority
� traf

�c �about � ms between �� and ��� load�� This
can be attributed to the fact that priority
� new

comer stations are con�ned to only one PNA slot�
while the remaining contention slots are used by the
priority
� tra�c� Since at low loads� collisions are
infrequent� the request delay is mostly comprised of
the time to transmit the �rst request� At higher loads
�above ����� the request delay is mostly attributed
to collision resolution� For comparison� in Figure �	
we show the same simulations where we allocate �
PNA slots to priority
� tra�c in each frame� With
this modi�cation� the higher priority tra�c never has
higher delays than the lower priority tra�c� However�
with multiple PNA slots per priority� more capacity
is wasted if no high
priority tra�c is used �since the
PNA slots cannot be used by the lowest priority��
Ideally� one would dynamically adjust the number of
PNA slots� but a comparison of Figure �� and Fig

ure �	 shows that the potential bene�t of such an
adaptive scheme is rather small�
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E� Experiment �
 Transient Throughput

In Experiment � we show the transient perfor

mance of the protocol� In this experiment� we mea

sure the throughput attained by station groups per
roundtrip delay �� ��� km�� We assume that each
station group is permanently backlogged� that is�
there is always a station in the group which has
an outstanding request� The experiment measures
the throughput values over a total length of ���
roundtrips�

Initially� the upstream channel is idle� After �		
roundtrip delays� a group of priority
� stations be

gins to transmit� occupying the entire available band

width �see Figures ���a��� Note that� even though
the upstream bandwidth is � Mbps� the usable band
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width is less than �� Mbps� At time ��	� a group of
�� priority
� stations begins to transmit� As shown
in Figure ���b�� the priority
� stations completely
preempt priority
� tra�c within ��	 roundtrip de

lays� After ��� roundtrip delays� a second group of
priority
� stations begins to transmit� A comparison
of Figure ���b� and Figure ���c� shows that the two
groups of priority
� stations divide the bandwidth
evenly� At time 	��� a group of �� priority
	 stations
becomes active� Figure ���d� shows that all lower pri

ority tra�c is preempted within ��	 roundtrip delays�
When the high
priority tra�c ceases transmission� af

ter 	�� roundtrip times� the priority
� stations again
grab the available bandwidth� The experiment illus

trates that the priority scheme reacts fast to changes
in the tra�c load� Low priority tra�c is completely
preempted within one or two roundtrip delays�

F� Experiment �
 Rate�Proportional Bandwidth
Sharing

The objective of this paper is the presentation of
a MAC protocol for HFC networks with preemptive
priorities� that is� lower priority tra�c is completely
preempted if the demand for bandwidth from high

priority tra�c is su�ciently high�
In this experiment� we demonstrate that our MAC

protocol can also implement less stringent priority
schemes� We have implemented a rate
proportional
bandwidth sharing scheme� where bandwidth is allo

cated to di�erent priorities in a �xed ratio� Specif

ically� the ratio of bandwidth allocated to Priorities
	� �� and �� is set to ��	��� This means that� under
conditions of high network load� priority
	 tra�c re

ceives three times as much bandwidth as priority
�
tra�c� and priority
� tra�c receives twice the band

width allocated to priority ��
We wish to emphasize that the collision resolution

protocol in Experiment � is the same as in the previ

ous experiments� The only modi�cation for this ex
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periment consists in a di�erent scheduling algorithm
for the grant queue at the headend� Speci�cally� we
replaced the static priority scheduler at the headend
with a rate
proportional scheduling algorithm�

The results of the experiment are summarized in
Figure ��� As in Experiment �� time is measured
in round trip delays� At time �		� a group of ��
priority
� station takes the whole channel for trans

mission� At time ��	� a group of priority
� stations
starts transmission� The �gure illustrates that band

width is shared in a ratio of 	��� that is� on the aver

age� two priority
� packets are sent for each priority

� packet� At time ���� a second group of priority
�
stations starts to transmit� As before� the priority
�
stations share the bandwidth with the priority
� sta

tions in a 	�� ratio� At the same time� the two groups
of priority
� stations split the bandwidth available
to priority
� tra�c evenly� At time 	��� a group
of �� priority
	 stations becomes active� Figure ��
shows that the di�erent priorities share the band

width in a ��	�� ratio� At time 	��� the priority
	
stations become inactive� As a result� the priority
�
and priority
� stations again divide the bandwidth in
a 	�� ratio�

V� Concluding Remarks

In this paper we have shown that the implementa

tion of an preemptive priority scheme for transmis

sions on the upstream channel in an HFC network
requires support of priorities throughout all phases
of the transmission� We showed that the lack of
priority support during the collision resolution pro

cess has a negative impact on the e�ectiveness of
a priority scheme� We proposed a priority scheme
which provided handling of priorities during both
the request phase and the actual data transmission
phase� Speci�cally� we presented a priority scheme

which supports priorities during contention resolu

tion for the ternary
tree contention
resolution algo

rithm employed by the IEEE ��	��� MAC protocol�
The ��	��� WG has accommodated a framework for
the handling of priorities of contention
prone request
transmissions� which has a similar semantics as the
scheme presented in this paper� In fact� our scheme
can be exactly implemented in the framework of the
standard �See Appendix��
While the priority scheme presented in this paper

was developed within the context of the IEEE ��	���
standardization e�ort� the proposed algorithm is ap

plicable to a general setting of multiaccess protocols
with a contention�reservation approach ����
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Appendix

The IEEE ������ Standard Priority System

The priority scheme� as presented in this paper�
was �rst developed in July of ���� In November
���� a proposal was made to the IEEE ��	��� WG
��� for enabling priorities during collision resolution�
In April ����� this proposal has since been incorpo

rated into the ��	��� draft standard� It is important
to note that the standardized version only provides
a framework for supporting priorities� so that ven

dors can implement a priority scheme� and does not
explicitly state guidelines for a speci�c scheme�
The standardized priority mechanism uses seman


tics for resolving collisions of priority transmission re

quests similar to the semantics of our scheme� In par

ticular� our priority scheme from Section III� which
was shown to be able to preempt all low
priority traf

�c� can be implemented within the framework of the
standard�
Next we discuss some of the key di�erences be


tween the standardized priority framework and the
scheme presented earlier in this paper�
One di�erence between the scheme in Section III

and the standardized version is the method used to
allocate newcomer slots to stations� Recall� that
our scheme used special request slots� so
called PNA
slots� for high
priority newcomer stations� and used
slots with RQ � � for access by newcomer stations
from the lowest priority� The standardized version
does not have dedicated PNA slots� Rather� the
headend explicitly designates for each frame which
newcomer slots can be used by a given priority� An

other di�erence from the scheme presented in Sec

tion III� is that newcomer slots� if so designated by
the headend� can be used by more than more than
one priority� �This� however� may have an adverse
e�ect on the e�ectiveness of the priority scheme��
As in Section III� the standard uses the

downstream feedback messages from the head

end� so
called Request Minislot Allocation Elements
�RMAE�� to designate RQ values and priorities to
the slots in the next upstream CS cluster� However�

di�erent from the scheme in Section III� the feed

back also contains the priority assignment for new

comer slots in the next CS cluster� The format of
an RMAE message is shown in Figure ��� only �elds
that are relevant to the priority scheme are shown�
The message informs the stations of the number of
CS of each RQ value and provides information about
priority newcomer slots� Each RMAE message con

tains a number of so
called collision groups� There is
one collision group for each value RQ � � for which
slots are allocated in the next frame� Recall that
RQ � � implies that there was a collision in an ear

lier frame� The i
th collision group is given by a tu

ple �rqi� nmsi�� with the interpretation that the next
frame will have nmsi �Number of Minislots� �elds
designated as RQ � rqi�

In ���� newcomer stations from all priorities must
use slots with RQ � � for sending a request �Again�
In Section III� we used PNA slots for high
priority
newcomer stations�� The assignment of slots with
RQ � � to priorities is done as follows� Each RMAE
message has an CRPP �eld �Collision Resolution
Priority Pro�le� that dictates which priorities can
transmit their request� A newcomer station with a
priority
k message will be allowed to transmit a re

quest in the next frame only if CRPP has a ��� in bit
position k or higher� �

For example� if k � �� then any of the following �

bit CRPP �elds will allow transmission of a priority
�
request�

��������

xxxx�xxx

��������

xxx�	xxx

��������

xx�		xxx

��������

x�			xxx

��������

�				xxx

where x�s are either ��� or ����

For each bit position in the CRPP �eld with an ����
the RMAE message has a so
called newcomer group�
where each group is represented by a pair �nms� t��
For the i
th ��� in the CRPP �eld� say in the qth

bit� the pair �nmsi� ti� indicates that the next CS
cluster has nmsi slots for use by priorities q or higher�
Parameter ti is a time boundary which indicates that
only newcomers generated at time ti or earlier are
admitted in the nmsi slots�

	

Example� Consider a station with priority k �
� that sees an RMAE message with the following
CRPP and newcomer groups�

�A higher priority index indicates a higher priority level�
	To guarantee orderly and fair admission of newcomer sta�

tions� the time boundary value ti has substituted the backo�
parameter R see Section II� in the latest draft standard �����



��

CRPP �eld
� � � RQ �	�	�			 nms� nms� nms�

� t� t� t�

Note that � bits are set in the CRPP �eld which
correspond to priorities �� �� and � �� being the lowest
priority�� Therefore� there are � newcomer groups
following the CRPP �eld� Our priority
� station can
only use the nms� minislots in the third group �with
time boundary parameter t��� The slots in the �rst
group are reserved for priorities � and 	� and the slots
in the second group are reserved for priorities � and
�� Priorities �� � and � will use the same newcomer
group information as priority �� i�e�� �nms� � t���
Each priority level can only use one newcomer

group� For priority
k� this is the group that cor

responds to the rightmost ��� at or to the left of
bit
position k� For example� if the CRPP is set to
				�		�� all newcomer stations with priorities � or
higher are admitted� The slots that correspond to
bit
position k � � can be used by priorities �� �� �
and the slots that correspond to bit
position k � �
are for the exclusive use by priority �� Thus� in the
next frame� a priority
� newcomer station can use the
slots for position k � �� but not the slots for k � ��
With this mechanism� a large set of priority

schemes can be implemented� To achieve a preemp

tive priority scheme� i�e�� a scheme which completely
preempts low
priority tra�c from the network if the
tra�c load from high
priority tra�c is su�ciently
high� the headend must ensure that collisions are re

solved in a priority order� This can be done if the
headend always assigns higher RQ values to higher
priority collisions� and if the headend resolves colli

sions in the order of RQ values�
It is not hard to see that our priority scheme from

Section III can be implemented in this framework if�
in addition to collision resolution in priority order�
the following options are selected�
� The CRPP �eld is set to �������� This ensures
that newcomer slots never contain collisions from dif

ferent priorities� �If the next frame does not have a
su�cient number of CS� the CRPP is modi�ed ap

propriately��
� For each but the lowest priority� the NMS value of
the newcomer group is set to nmsk � �� that is� there
is exactly one newcomer slots for each priority �other
than the lowest priority�� This slot replaces the PNA
slots shown in Figure �� For the lowest priority level�
we set nmsk to the remaining number of contention
slots in the next frame�
� For all but the lowest priority k� the time boundary
parameter is set to tk � �� that is� a newcomer
station from priority k selects the available slot with
probability �� For the lowest priority� we set nmsk to

the remaining number of contention slots and tk �
��


